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Executive Summary 

The Homeland Defense & Security Information Analysis Center (HDIAC) develops 
State of the Art Reports on relevant, key topics for the Department of Defense 
(DoD). One of the most significant topics within the Defense community is artificial 
intelligence (AI). AI and some of its branches, primarily machine learning, were 
prominent in the 2014 DoD Third Offset Strategy, which guided DoD’s approach 
to combat operations and defensive posture [1]. AI research has also become 
pervasive in academia and nearly all industrial sectors. Some of this research 
produces outcomes being used by DoD and also highlights new risks and 
challenges that could have implications for the DoD regarding how it conducts 
operations in the future.  

AI research in general, as well as its use in military applications, has its roots in 
the 1950s. Alan Turing, a British mathematician and computer scientist, asked the 
question, “Can machines think [2]?” This introduced a realistic tenor to the field of 
AI, a subject once isolated to the realm of science fiction. Almost immediately after 
the publication of Turing’s article, the Office of Naval Research (ONR) funded early 
work into artificial neural networks, which form the basis of machine learning and 
are required for deep learning [3]. Subsequently, AI efforts, both in defense and 
civilian research, were led by the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA, 
which was later renamed Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
[DARPA]), which continues to this day [4]. However, additional research is now 
being conducted in the private sector, which poses its own set of challenges. Just 
over half a century later, the concept of machine thought is rapidly approaching 
reality. Recent advances in the field demonstrate new AI capabilities, such as 
sight, speech, and even moral/ethical reasoning [5-7]. These advances all show a 
common theme that machines are able to learn, adapting or amending their 
predetermined programming based on new input. The ability for machines to learn 
can be incorporated into weaponry and other applications used within DoD to 
support DoD strategy. AI is redefining the way wars are fought and won, as has 
been the case with many emerging technologies throughout history.  

Since the 1970s, the bulk of DoD efforts regarding AI have focused on applied 
research [4]. Accordingly, this report focuses on current and potential applications 
of AI—not basic research. In many ways, this narrower focus makes it easier to 
describe the proposed capabilities and current capacity of AI. Additionally, new 
research is published almost daily, making it challenging to stay up-to-date on 
essential algorithms, coding principles, chip processing speeds, and other 
pertinent information needed to develop AI.  

This report focuses on applications of AI that are relevant to DoD and other 
governmental agencies that share similar goals, such as the U.S. Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS) and the Intelligence Community. HDIAC collaborated 
with subject matter experts to obtain interpretations on relevant applications of AI 
to DoD and other agencies that could similarly incorporate AI into their operations. 
Discussions narrowed on relevant applications that have been in use for the past 
three years as well as advances that could become commercialized within the next 
18–24 months. Given the vast amount of information, this report is not all-inclusive 
and is only a survey of prominent developments. 
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Although AI is often thought of as a part of computer science and typically viewed 
from a cyber perspective, applications of AI are relevant to all eight HDIAC focus 
areas. This report covers applications to Alternative Energy; Biometrics; Chemical, 
Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear (CBRN) Defense; Critical Infrastructure 
Protection (CIP); Cultural Studies; Homeland Defense and Security (HDS); 
Medicine; and Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD). In some cases, the 
discussions group together areas that either overlap well or where information on 
AI applications is thin, and it made more sense to integrate relevant areas in order 
to provide a more robust perspective.  
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4 

Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear 
Defense/Weapons of Mass Destruction 

Joel Hewett and Gregory Nichols, HDIAC 

U.S. warfighters have already deployed AI and machine learning technologies on 
the battlefield—or, rather, approximately 10,000 feet above it. In December 2017, 
DoD’s newly-commissioned Algorithmic Warfare Cross-Functional Team 
successfully deployed an AI-enabled tool in an operational theater for the first time 
in American military history. The effort, known as Project Maven, applied an object 
recognition algorithm to the live video feed of unmanned aircraft systems engaged 
in surveillance during Operation Inherent Resolve to analyze the drone’s reams of 
footage to generate actionable intelligence [1]. 

AI promises to drastically reduce the amount of time and effort needed to perform 
“tedious work,” such as “low-level counting activity” and data entry, which will allow 
for quicker analysis of still-image and video stream datasets to identify major 
threats [1]. Moreover, prominent defense analysts have highlighted imagery 
analysis as one of AI’s most “remarkable capabilities” suited for near-term military 
use [2].  

AI-enabled imagery analysis is likely to be used for the detection and monitoring 
of CBRN and WMD threats and assets. Former Deputy Defense Secretary Robert 
Work, who established Project Maven, said in November 2015 these programs 
could soon be used to efficiently monitor worldwide WMD sites, triggering an alert 
when a “facility is moving from a benign posture to a threatening posture [3].” Such 
monitoring may also be further tailored to search for specific assets types, such as 
“a [ballistic missile] transporter that’s 15 meters long, 4.7 meters wide,” Work 
offered as an example [3].  

While at the time of writing Project Maven is not explicitly focused on CBRN or 
WMD threats, its status as DoD’s first field deployment of an AI-enabled 
warfighting tool—and the unique and critical role that imagery analysis plays in the 
CBRN Defense and Countering WMD missions [4,5]—make it an exemplar of the 
state-of-the-art in this subfield. The parameters of Project Maven closely reflect 
how AI and machine learning algorithms are most likely to be applied by DoD to 
the CBRN/WMD defense mission over the next 5 to 10 years. This general point 
is supported by two conclusions drawn from HDIAC’s technical analysis of the 
project, both of which are elaborated on in the next section:  

1. AI-enabled imagery analysis software for CBRN/WMD applications is
years—if not a decade or more—away from functioning in the “plug-
and-play” mode desired by civilian as well as uniformed DoD leaders.

2. Future deployments of AI-enabled algorithms for imagery analysis are
all but certain to grow increasingly processor-intensive, suggesting that
machine learning engineers must codesign AI software and supporting
hardware simultaneously in order to deliver workable applications
useful to DoD activities.
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Project Maven 

Ultimately, technologically-minded strategic thinkers and military leaders hope to 
apply the immense computing power of AI-based systems to sensoring systems in 
a modular, self-contained configuration. Indeed, when speaking to Seapower 
magazine in May 2016, CPT Jeffrey J. Czerewko, now Commander, Naval Air 
Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet, described his vision for Naval AI with exactly that tenor 
of language. He described ideal field-deployable machine learning systems as 
“platform and domain agnostic” in their use, capable of being hooked up to any 
existing sensor system as “little black boxes” whose internal workings will require 
no specific maintenance or continual monitoring [6].  

That vision remains powerful, and—it should be noted—fully viable. However, 
through the end of 2017, Project Maven has demonstrated the infeasibility of 
delivering this advanced type of “plug-and-play” capability for American warfighting 
use in the medium-term. 

First, the construction and coding of Project Maven’s foundational object 
identification algorithm was labor-intensive and slow. Program staff manually 
identified and labeled more than 150,000 images simply to build the starting 
dataset from which the AI algorithm would teach itself to analyze drone footage [1]. 
Continued use of the imagery analysis system beyond its initial deployment date 
will require the manual cataloging of as many as 750,000 additional images into 
the dataset. This will be performed to:  

● optimize the algorithm’s performance to match the distinct attributes of
its specific desert environment [1]

● decrease the likelihood of the system committing misidentifications due
to noisy or substandard image quality [7]

● defend it from disruptive or adversarial attempts to trick or spoof its
computer vision [8]

The same requirements for operational maintenance will apply to AI-enabled 
systems implemented in the near-term, until more general-purpose technological 
imagery pre-processing programs can be developed to shorten the period needed 
to train an AI-enabled machine program to begin teaching itself. Indeed, CNA 
recently noted that “little attention” has been paid to the “amount and kind of data 
necessary to train military AI systems” [9]. 

Second, despite the immense amount of computer processing power available to 
DoD entities (to tap or directly procure), Project Maven’s AI-enabled analytical 
code once compiled required the assembly of custom-built IT hardware to support 
its operation [1]. Even when the AI was training itself on only the base dataset of 
150,000 images, its operations-per-second load was so processor- and graphics-
intensive that it was deemed unable to run off pre-existing DoD networks, including 
those that were fully cloud-based [1]. The requirement of bespoke coding and 
engineering labor in operating an AI-enabled tool for a single video feed is not a 
workable proposition beyond the immediate near-term. 

This challenge is a novel one even for Project Maven’s state-of-the-art system 
architecture. Previous instances of AI-enabled imagery analysis systems, typically 
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ensconced in the laboratories of R1 academic research institutions and highly-
capitalized private enterprises, have simply drawn on brute force processing 
resources to operate. When Google designed an AI-equipped neural network in 
2012 to sort through millions of YouTube videos and images to recognize cat 
pictures, the search company’s team simply assembled an array of 16,000 
standard-run, commercially-available central processing units (CPUs) to perform 
the feat [10].  

However, future iterations of the Google AI system (renamed Google Brain shortly 
thereafter) butted heads against fundamental limitations posed by current 
computing hardware. During 2016 and 2017, Google engineers turned to an 
emerging, little-known type of processing chip to boost their network’s nameplate 
processing capacity. Tensor processing units (TPU) promise to enable AI-system-
wide performance improvements as much as 30 times greater than previous chips 
[11]. In mid-2017, Google installed an even more powerful version of the initial TPU 
model with positive results [12].  

Notably, even given the relative simplicity of Google’s unplug-and-replace 
operation (removing CPU and graphics processing units to make room for the 
tensor units), the effort was not a simple upgrade job. The TPUs required many 
months of debugging and software-hardware integration work before they could 
even function [13]. 

CBRN/WMD Imagery Analysis 

As the 2017 National Security Strategy of the United States of America stresses, 
the detection of WMD assets remains a key priority action for the nation’s defense 
community. The strategy states that the United States will “better integrate 
intelligence...operations to ensure that frontline defenders have the right 
information and capabilities to respond to WMD threats” [14]. Elsewhere, the Army 
has called upon the scientific and technical enterprise of the nation to help provide 
next-generation “environmental monitoring and threat warning services” for DoD’s 
global ballistic missile defense mission [15]. Therefore, delivering capabilities to 
achieve this mission has been of high interest to AI researchers and engineers.  

In July 2017, researchers at the University of Missouri reported the results of a 
landmark effort to apply deep convolutional neural networks to the analysis of 
Chinese surface-to-air missile (SAM) launch sites. (These sites display a 
distinctive configuration, typically characterized by the presence of four to six small 
launch pads, set in a broad symmetrical and circular shape [16].)  

Drawing upon a training dataset of around 1.6 million open-source images of 
known SAM sites, the researchers restricted the AI program’s access to no more 
than 100 such positive or affirmative image examples from which it could learn. 
They then directed the program to conduct a broad-area survey of satellite imagery 
collected over 55,078 square miles of terrain in southeastern China. The study 
trained multiple AI-enabled algorithms to auto-select potential candidate sites and 
prioritize them for imagery personnel to analyze (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Web user interface used for human review of AI-identified and ranked candidate SAM sites. 
The image on the left presents a contextual view of a candidate site, while the image on the right offers 
a zoomed-in view of the site, providing the viewer with additional detail for inspection. This 
candidate was correctly identified as a SAM site [16]. (Released)

By doing so, the system reduced the search area requiring human review to only 
0.15 percent of the 55,078-square-mile search area. Moreover, this process, as 
the authors explain, allowed “four novice imagery analysts with no prior imagery 
analysis experience” to complete the site search nearly 81 times “faster than a 
traditional visual search [conducted] over an equivalent land area...while achieving 
nearly identical statistical accuracy” [16].  

As the University of Missouri research effort, Project Maven, and Google Brain 
make clear, an AI-enabled image analysis algorithm can train itself to detect and 
identify nearly any type of target, provided that a sufficiently large training dataset 
exists. In other words: replace the exceptionally small training set of SAM sites 
(<100 images) with images of chemical weapons production facilities, biological 
weapons testing sites, or radioactive material extraction fields—and AI-enabled 
programs will significantly advance the CBRN/WMD defense missions of the 
United States. 

Emerging Hardware Considerations 

As the experience of Project Maven indicates, hardware and processing power 
access considerations are likely to place limitations on black box-like applications 
of AI-enabled algorithms for imagery analysis in the medium-term. This issue is 
apparent in the SAM identification study performed at the University of Missouri: 
when using the reduced final training set of <100 images, the total processing time 
for the neural network program was roughly 23 hours, even when performed on a 
high-powered commercial-grade desktop computer station with a high-rate 
connection to network attached storage [16]. 
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As Google’s experience with TPUs makes clear, the path forward to achieving AI-
enabled analysis faster and more generalized lies, in part, with the development 
of hardware specifically designed and optimized for AI use. Multiple leading firms, 
including Nvidia, Intel, Qualcomm, ARM, and Microsoft are indeed seeking to do 
just that [17,18]. In the far-term, the usefulness of AI in the analysis of massive 
datasets may depend on successful yet-to-be-determined developments in 
quantum computing and/or neuromorphic spiking neural nets [19]. As the Defense 
Science Board noted in 2016, “technology advances in high-throughput, 
embedded processing, and machine learning offer the promise of onboard 
processing of high-resolution, multi-source airborne ISR sensor data” [20]. 

In order to place AI-enabled imagery analysis at the edge of deployed platforms—
or as close to the field as possible—future systems will need to be designed with 
both hardware and software components in mind. DoD has already taken some 
steps in this direction [21]. 

R&D removed from the operational side of AI-enabled systems has recently 
underscored this future path of development. In December 2017, after conducting 
a comprehensive review of AI-enabled uses of deep-learning neural networks, a 
team of engineers and entrepreneurs from MIT and Nvidia cautioned that the 
continued design of AI systems untethered to specific hardware considerations 
would reduce their accuracy and efficiency. Instead, systems engineers should 
codesign algorithm models and hardware contemporaneously, to both “maximize 
accuracy and throughput, while minimizing energy and cost” [22]. 

Conclusion 

DoD leaders have stated that the most promising yet untapped datasets collected 
by their forces are image- and/or video-based. As technology and national security 
analyst Gregory Allen explains: 

Every day, US spy planes and satellites collect more raw data than the 
Defense Department could analyze even if its whole workforce spent their 
entire lives on it. [...] Unfortunately, most of the imagery analysis involves 
tedious work—people look at screens to count cars, individuals, or 
activities, and then type their counts into a PowerPoint presentation or 
Excel spreadsheet [1]. 

“Worse,” Allen concludes, “most of the sensor data just disappears—it's never 
looked at—even though the department has been hiring analysts as fast as it can 
for years [1].” 

Plug-and-play applications of AI in the CBRN/WMD detection space remain years 
away from operational use. For DoD to tap into the wealth of imagery sensor data 
it collects every day, future efforts in this subfield must: (a) investigate ways of 
streamlining algorithm coding and self-training procedures and (b) work in tandem 
with hardware manufacturers to codesign machine learning hardware-software 
systems that optimize the function of both.  
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